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Subject EE Engineering Services -- Building-Addition-Drywall-Installation-Part2
Reference E Rosie-O-Grady Restaurant Addition in Chesterfield Michigan

This is to document Building-Addition-Drywall-Installation-Part2 for Rosie-O-Grady Building
Addition work as of Sep-27-2008. During my FieldVisit I had taken a number of pictures.
Posted in this report is one picture.
I have posted additional pictures and
other information and details on my
website.
For more pictures and a fuller description
visit my website:
http://www.energyefficientbuild.com
go to Recent Projects
and look for
Rosie-O-Gradys
or use the following link for 1-step
http://www.energyefficientbuild.com/Rosie-O-Gradys_Building-Addition-Drywall-Installation-Part2-RosO1-101.html

With Best Wishes!
Yogi Anand, D.Eng, P.E.
Computers - Education - Engineering - Networking
updated Sep-2002
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LIFE IS ALWAYS UNFOLDING THINGS FOR OUR HIGHEST GOOD!
-- it would be great for us to learn and accept that

Phone EEE
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VoiceMail +1-248-766-1546

We seldom think -- most of our responses are from our conditioning
-- thinking is hard work -- but the rewards of thinking are invaluable
If we have a problem -- we have a conflict
-- solution to the problem lies in resolving the conflict
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Nature gives us what we need -- not necessarily what we want
-- and we ought to be thankful for it!
Learning ought to be fun, enjoyable, and playful
-- in environment that is: leading, energizing, actualizing, rewarding, & nurturin g
Nature is empowering
-- if I think I can, or if I think I can't  I am right!

